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SHORT-TIME ASYMPTOTICS FOR THE TRACE OF
ONE- AND MULTI-DIMENSIONAL SCHRÖDINGER SEMIGROUPS

VASSILIS G. PAPANICOLAOU

(Communicated by George C. Papanicolaou)

Abstract. Using Brownian motion we derive the leading asymptotic behaviour,

as / 1 0 , of the (normalized) trace of e'L - e'L , where L is the operator

A/2 + q(x) on Rd (with zero boundary condition at infinity), H is a hyper-

plane of Rd and LH is the direct sum of A/2 + q(x) acting on H+ , with

Dirichlet boundary condition on H (and 0 at infinity), and the same opera-

tor acting on H~(H+ and H~ are the two half-spaces defined by H) . The

function q is taken bounded and continuous on Rd and, if d > 2 , we also

assume that q is integrable on Rd (in fact we need a little less than that). We

also show how to get higher order terms in our expansion, but in this case q

is required to be smoother. In the one-dimensional case our result extends a

result of Deift and Trubowitz (see the [D-T, Appendix]), since they proved a

similar formula under the additional assumption that q(x) —> 0 as |.v| —> oo .

The asympotic formula we give implies that q can be recovered from certain

spectral properties of L and  LH .

Let // c R    be a hyperplane (i.e.  the graph of a|x, +   ■■ + adxd = b in

R ). For convenience (and without loss of generality) we fix H to be

(1) // = {x = (x,,x2,...,xi/)GRrf:x1 =0}.

Now, for / g 7!(R )   we consider the following initial-boundary value

(parabolic) problems

C §¡u(t,x) = \Au(t,x) + q(x)u(t,x),        (/,x)e(0,oo)xRrf;

u(0,x) = /(x),xgR</;(2)

I  lim, ,   ocu(t,x) = 0,tG(0,œ)
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(where |x| = Jx2x + x2 H-h xd) and

(3)

ftv(t,x) = \v(t,x) = {-Av(t,x) + q(x)v(t,x),

(t,x)G(0,œ)x(Rd\H);

v(0,x) = f(x),xG(Rd\H);

lim|.vhooî;(/'x) = 0,/G (0,oo);

. v(t,x) = 0,(t,x) G (0,oo) x H.

Problem (3) is (a direct sum of) two independent problems, one in H+ and the

other in H~ , where H+ and H~ are the two half-spaces determined by H,

namely

//+ = {xgR^:x, >0}   and   H~ = {x G Rd:xx < 0}.

The function q is bounded and continuous on R  , symbolically q g Cb(R ).

Furthermore, if d > 2 we also assume q G L (R ). Under these assumptions,

it will be shown that both problems (2) and (3) have a continuous solution

(possibly only in a weak sense) which, in a semigroup notation, can be written

respectively as

u(t,x) = (S,f)(x)   and   v(t,x) = (Sf f)(x).

(By a maximum principle, these solutions are also unique—see [P-W]).

Using Brownian motion we can give a very convenient (probabilistic) repre-

sentation of these semigroups

(4) (S,f)(x) = Ex{eq(t)f(B,)}

and

(5) (S;'f)(x) = Ex{eq(t)lll<To]f(Bl)},

where B = (Bt ,0?t, Px) is a (standard) Brownian motion process in R starting

at x,e (t) is the Feynmann-Kac functional of 7( that corresponds to q defined

by

e(t) = exp
Jo

ds

and 7„ is the first hitting time of H, namely

T0(w) = inf{t > 0:Bt(io) G //} = inf{? > 0:B¡(to) = 0},

where we have set 7, = (B¡ , ß] , ... , Bd).

The semigroups 5( and St    possess nonnegative continuous kernels

IT

k(t ,x ,y) and k   (t ,x ,y)

respectively, i.e.

(S,f)(x)= [  k(t,x,y)f(y)dy   and    (S"f)(x) = f  kH(t,x,y)f(y)dy .
jR<t JRI
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Both kernels are symmetric in x  and y  and they can be constructed by a

standard method which we demonstrate below.

The transition density of 7 is

(6) p(i,*,y) = _^eXpp^J,

whereas if B is killed at H, its transition density becomes

n,t        ,      ( p(t,x,y)-p(t,x,y),    ifxxy  >0;
(7) p  (t,x,y)~

¡P(t

10, if xxyx < 0,

where, for y = (yx ,y2, ... ,yd), we denote by y its reflection with respect to
fit

H, namely y - (-yx ,y2, ... ,yd). Notice that both p(t,x,y) and p  (t,x,y)

are nonnegative, symmetric in x and y , continuous on (0,oo) x R   x R   and

they decay to 0 if we let |x| —> co or |y| —>• oo .

To construct k(t,x,y) we first set

(8a) k0(t,x,y)=p(t,x,y)

and, for n = 1,2,...,

(8b) k„(t,x,y)=       /   p(s,x,z)q(z)k     (t - s, z ,y)dz ds.
TO    jRd

By the Markov property of 7 and straightforward (rather tedious though) in-

duction on n we get the following key formula

(9) /  kn(t,x,y)f(y)dy = ±Ex\\['q(Bs)ds
JRd n-      \ Uo

which implies that

M)   .

;i0)     /  kn(t,x,y)f(y)dy<±(t\\q\\)nEx{f(Bt)}<^
Jftd H. ft.

(11) \kn(t,x,y)\<-tai\t\\q\

(A is a universal constant and ||<?|| = WqW^) for any /el'(R ). Equations

(8a) and (8b) imply that each kn(t,x,y) is continuous on (0,oo) x R x R'

and symmetric in x and y. Then, since / is arbitrary, formula (10) yields

A-d/2,

n\

Furthermore, by (9) we have

oo

k(t,x,y) = Y^kn(t,x,y)
n=0

and, because of (11), the series converges (absolutely and) uniformly. Hence

k(t,x,y) inherits all the properties of kn(t,x,y) mentioned above. The non-

negativity follows from (4), since e (t) > 0.
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In exactly the same way (just replace p(t ,x ,y) and 7 in the above setup by

p (t,x,y) and a Brownian motion killed at H) we can construct k (t,x,y)

and show that it has the same properties. For example, equation (9) becomes

(9')        lKdk^(t,x,y)f(y)dy = ^Ex^q(Bs)ds^\[l<To/(Bl)y

Notice also that k(t,x,y) > kH(t,x,y), by (4) and (5).

Remark. There is a probabilistic interpretation of these kernels in terms of the

Brownian bridge, namely

k(t,x,y) = Ex{eq(t)\Bt =y}p(t,x,y),

kH(t,x,y) = Ex{eq(t)l[l<To]\Bt =y}p(t,x,y).

We proceed by defining

(12a) â"(t,x,y) = kn(t,x,y)-k^(t,x,y)

and

(12b)
H M

ó  (t,x,y) = k(t,x,y)-k   (t,x,y).

If H is as in (1), we will write Sn(t,x,y) and S(t,x,y) instead of 5n (t,x,y)
it

and ô   (t,x,y). (In particular, by (6) and (7)

(12c) SJt,x,x) =
1

(2*0

/    2x

1/T.i/
which is in 7 (R ) only if d = 1  and this is the reason why we need q to be

integrable in higher dimensions). The above definitions imply

(13) [â(t,x,y)-ô0(t,x,y)]f(y)dy=       £<*„(/,x,y)f(y)dy•.
jR-t JRJ ^T|

We want to estimate S(t,x,y) on the 'diagonal" x = y (in order to get

a trace).  From (9), (9 ) and the definition of S(t,x,y) we have that, for any

f&Lx(Rd),

y)f(y)dy
n\ fil(B,)ds\   \t>_TJ(B,)

,n-l
Now let n > 2 and choose a constant c such that c > \\q\\      /n!, for all n .

Then from the above formula we get

/  ôn(t,x,y)f(y)dy <¿(ikii<r'Ex
^q(Bs)ds\\{t>TJ(B()

<ct"~{ f   \ôx(t,x,y)\\f(y)\dy
Jr<i
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and since / is arbitrary,

(14) \Sn(t,x,y)\<ctn-l\6x(t,x,y)\,

for all   (t,x,y)   in   (0,oo) x R    x R    (the continuity of kn(t,x,y)  and
it

kn (t ,x ,y) is crucial here). In particular, if we set x = y we get

(14') \Sn(t,x,x)\<ctn~l\Sx(t,x,x)\.

Therefore, at least for 0 < / < r0 < 1,(13) becomes (because of (14) and the

fact that (13) is true for all integrable /)

(15) S(t,x,y) -ôQ(t,x,y) -Y^àjit,x,y) <c/\6x(t,x,y)\.

where we can take cQ — c(l - tQ)~ . Note that (15) remains true if n = 0; in

this case the sum in the left-hand side is empty, i.e. equals 0.

Next, we want to verify the integrability of Sx(t,-,-) on R . By (12a), we

need to test the integrability of kx(t ,■ ,-)-kx (t,• ,•). Let's start with kx(t,-,-).

From (8a) and (8b) we obtain

(16) kx(t ,x ,x) = /    /   p(s ,x ,z)q(z)p(t - s ,z ,x)dz ds
Jo JRd

and similarly

(16) kx (t,x,x)= P   (s ,x ,z)q(z)p   (t - s , z ,x)dz ds
Jo Jr<>

it
where p(t,x,y) is given by (6) and p   (t,x,y) by (7).

Case 1. (q G Ch(R ) n 7 (R ), d > 2). Without loss of generality we assume

that q(x) > 0 in order to justify the application of Tonelli's Theorem in the

analysis done below (the general case follows immediately by expressing q as

a difference of two nonnegative terms). Now equation (16) gives

/   kx(t ,x,x)dx =        /   /   p(s,x,z)q(x)p(t - s,z ,x)dzdsdx
Jr<* Jr<< Jo JRd

= /   q(z) I    I   p(s ,x ,z)p(t - s ,z ,x)dxdsdz
(17) JRd Jo Jr<<

- /   Q(z) I p(t,z,z)dsdz
Jr<*        Jo

t /   q(z)p(t,z,z)dz,
Jr-iiR-t

It

which is finite for any />0. If we replace p(t,x,y), above, by p  (t,x,y),

we get (in exactly the same way) a similar formula for k{ (t,x,y), namely

(17') /   k'x'(!,x,x)dx = t [   q(z)p"(t,z,z)dz.
Jr-i Jr"
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Remark. In the derivation of (17) and (17') (and, also, of (21) of Case 2) we

have used the fact that since p(t,x,y) and p (t,x,y) are kernels of semi-

groups (that correspond to the standard Brownian motion in R and the Brown-

ian motion killed at 7/ respectively) they, both, satisfy the so-called Chapman-

Kolmogorov equation (i.e. the "matrix multiplication" equation), namely

r(s + t,x,y)=       r(s,x ,z)r(t,z ,y)dz .
Jr<i

We stress again that (17) and (17') are valid for any q (not necessarily non-

negative) that satisfies our initial assumptions, i.e. continuity and integrability.

Combining (12a) with (17) and (17') we obtain

(18) /   5x(t,x,x)dx = t /   q(z)â0(t,z,z)dz
Jr<i Jr<*

or, if we want to use (12c),

/   8x(t,x,x)dx = ... /   <7(z)exp   —-1 )dz.
Jr* (2nt)d<2 Jr* V /

If we set

/OO rOO■••/     q(u,z2, ... ,zd)dz2--- dzd,
-oo J — OO

then the previous equation becomes

(20) /   Sx(t,x,x)dx=-jjj /     Q(u)exp[—^-\du.
Jr<< (2ntfl¿ J-oo V /

Notice that we can expand the right-hand side of (20) in powers of t, near

t = 0, provided that Q(u) is smooth near u - 0 (we provide more details

later).

Case 2.   (qGCb(Rl), d = 1). From (16) and (16') we get

Sx(t,x,x) =

f'   f°° H H
/    /     [p(s,x,z)p(t - s,z,x) - p   (s,x,z)p   (t - s,z,x)]q(z)dzds.

Jo   J-oo
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Assume (again without loss of generality) that q(x) > 0. Then, the integrand

of the right-hand side of the above equation is nonnegative. Therefore

/OO /»OO        rt      /"OO

Sl(t,x,x)dx = /      /   /    [p(s,x,z)p(t-s9z9x)
-oo J—ooJo  J—oo

H ht
-p   (s,x,z)p  (t - s ,z ,x)]q(z)dzdsdx

(21)

/OO rt      /*0O

q(z) j    i     \p(s,x,z)p(t-s,z,x)
-oo JO   J— oo

M H
p  (s,x,z)p  (t - s ,z ,x)]dxdsdz

or

(20')

/oo H
q(z) j [p(t,z,z)-pH(t,z,z)]dsdz

-oo JO

/oo
q(z)âQ(t,z,z)dz,

-OO

/oo * roo /     ^   2\

ôx(t,x,x)dx = -j==        ^(z)expi—T-)dz>

which is finite for all / > 0 (remember that S(t,-,-) is integrable if d = 1).

Thus (21) and (20') say that equations (18) and (20) remain valid for d = 1,

if we interpret ß(w) of (19) as <?(«) which is, of course, perfectly reasonable.

Now we are ready for our main result.

Theorem. Let ô  (t,x,y) and 6n (t,x,y) be as defined in (12a) and (12b) and

assume that q G Cb(R{), if d = 1, or q g Cb(Rd) n Lx(Rd), if d > 2. Then,

as 110, we have

/">«,\(l-¿)/2

(22)   / [SH(t,x,x)-â"(t,x,x)]dx={-^-,-Q(H)P d)/2 + o(t{
JRd I

),

where Q(H) is the integral ofq on the hyperplane H. If H is as in ( 1 ), then, by

comparing with (19),

/oo roo

••/     <7(0,x2,...,.
-OO J —oo

0(7/) = 0(0)=/        •/     q(0,xn,...,xd)dx2--dxd.

If d=\ and H = {c;}, then Q(H) = q(t¡).

Proof. Without loss of generality H can be taken as in (1). The integrability

of

7(x) = ô(t,x,x) - â0(t,x,x)

follows by setting n = 0 in ( 15) and by the fact that Sx (t, •, •) G 7 (R ), which

is a consequence of (20) and (20').

Now, for x = y and «=1,(15) becomes

\[â(t,x,x) -â0(t,x,x)]-ôx(t,x,x)\ < c0t\ôx(t,x,x)\.
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By integrating we obtain

/   [ô(t,x,x) - ô0(t,x,x)]dx - /   Sx(t,x,x)dx < c0t      \<5x(t,x,x)\dx.
ITr^ JRd JRd

Applying (20) and (20') in the above formula we get that, as t [ 0,

(23)

/   [ô(t,x,x) - SJt,x ,x)]dx =  /   S.(t,x,x)dx
Jr« Jr*

t       f

(2nt)d/2J-

f   2u\
|ß(w)|exp I —— j du,

where Q(u) = q(u), if d = 1. Therefore, to finish the proof, we have to analyze

the behaviour of

/oo Q(u
-OO

as 11 0. Substituting u = Vy/T/29 I(t) becomes

)exp I —— I du,

^U. Q(v^t/2)e- dv = \l-[Q(0) + o(l)],

as /1 0 (and to get higher terms we need Q(u) to be smooth near 0). Applying

(20), (20') and the above to (23), we get

/iJrj
[S(t ,x ,x) = ÔM, x, x)] dx

t
\d/2

0(0

(2nt)ai¿V  2

/

Q(0)[l+o(l

717

(2nt ¿ii
|ß(0)|[l+o(l)],

which is (22).    ■

Remarks, (a) Formula (22) tells us how to evaluate Q(H) by using the leading

asymptotic behaviour of the trace of St -St . Remember that, if we know Q(H)

for all hyperplanes H c R  , we can reconstruct q via a Radon transform.

(b) From formulas (15), (20) and the above proof it is clear how we can get

higher terms (/' ]l , t , etc.) in our asymptotic expansion, if q is

sufficiently smooth in an open set containing H.

(c) In the case d - 1 , (12c) implies

/:
SJt ,x,x)dx = -

and therefore, if H = {0}, our asymptotic formula becomes

hmif
uo / 7-,

S(t,x,x) dx —
<7(0)

The left-hand side in the above formula is the normalized (because of the term

1/2) trace of the difference of the generators of St and St  . In the special case
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where q(x) —» 0 as |x| —> oo, this formula was proved (in a different way) by

Deift and Trubowitz in the [D-T, Appendix].

(d) In the case d > 2, let H be an arbitrary hyperplane and n be its unit

normal vector (choose arbitrarily one of the two). If we go carefully through

the previous analysis, we can see that our theorem remains true under more

relaxed assumptions on q, namely we need q in 7°°(R ), continuous near

H and such that Q(H + an) (as defined in the statement of the theorem) is

continuous in a for a near 0 (notice that, for each a, H+an is a hyperplane).

For example, in the case d = 2 ,

q(x) =-2
1 + x, + x2

1      2
is an acceptable q , although is not in 7 (R ).
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